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ISOVOX ISOPLUG

ISOVOX introduces ISOPLUG as an all-in-one plug-in purposed for vocals and voice-

over - literally loaded with presets tailored from the get-go for audio book, content

creation, movie trailer, narration, podcast, streaming, vocals, voice-over, and more

besides, but also packed with tools to enable perfect processing, which, when

paired with the innovative Swedish company’s award-winning ISOVOX 2 vocal booth

and accompanying ISOMIC, creates a complete voice recording signal chain with a

guaranteed professional sound as a one-stop shop solution that is in a class by itself

- as of November 17…

ISOVOX’s ISOPLUG focuses only on voice and is packed with the tools needed to

enable perfect processing of voice recording, including EQ (BASS, BODY, and

SPARKLE), MUD REMOVER, COMPRESSOR, DE-ESSER, CHARACTER, LIMITER, and

REVERB via an all-in-one view for easy access, accompanied by an equally easily

accessible Preset Browser with powerful presets - with convenient VOCALS, VOICE

OVER, AUDIOBOOK, PODCAST, MOVIE TRAILER, and EFFECTS groupings - to assist

newbies with speedily getting an appropriate sound or, alternatively, acting as a

jumping off point for more experienced users seeking to tweak to their hearts’ (and

ears’) content. After all, advanced controls for professionals are accessible by

simply clicking on the module name. Needless to say, ISOPLUG users are all

guaranteed a professional sound suited to the task at hand.

Helpful indicators even allow absolute beginners to dial in the COMPRESSOR, DE-
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ESSER, and LIMITER to Opt (optimal) levels to maximize the volume, while

dedicated knobs conveniently control the amount of each effect - no need to adjust

all the parameters in each effect, though, since the audio engine driving ISOPLUG is

tuned for voice only, so achieving professional- sounding results is always a lighting-

fast affair. And, of course, there is no need to buy multiple plug-ins with overly

complicated menus and then have to jump around between them, trying to achieve

perfect processing of voice recording.

As a 64-bit-only AU-, VST-, and VST3-compatible plug-in for macOS (10.13 through

to 12) with full Apple Silicon support and 32- and 64-bit VST- and VST3-compatible

plug-in for Windows (10 and 11), ISOPLUG™ works well with any voice recording

equipment and all major mixing software, but is at its absolute best when working

with ISOVOX’s ISOVOX 2 vocal booth (that instantly found favor with the likes of

multi-million-selling British singer-songwriter Seal) and accompanying ISOMIC (that

is, itself, technically tailored for voice recording and capable of delivering a radio-

ready sound with an ear-opening 7 Hz to 87 kHz frequency range thanks to its

trailblazing patented triangular capsule), creating a complete voice recording signal

chain with a guaranteed professional sound as a one-stop shop solution that is in a

class by itself.

ISOPLUG is available for purchase as a 64-bit-only AU-, VST-, and VST 3-compatible

plug-in for macOS (10.13 - 12) with full Apple Silicon support and 32- and 64-bit

VST- and VST3-compatible plug-in for Windows (10, 11) at a price of €149.00

EUR/$149.00 USD/£129.00 GBP via ISOVOX’s growing global network of dealers and

distributors or directly from ISOVOX’s online Shop.

www.isovoxbooth.com
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